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The design process started with long conversations with Alfonso about
his family, and his memories of the city and its transformations and at the same
time, we started an exhaustive period research. I was also able to add in my own
memories, as my family grew up in the same neighborhood, Roma.

Everything departed from the tiniest details,
sometimes certain sounds or aromas. From this point,
we began to complete the images we wanted to show.
Alfonso decided that instead of relying on the script and
talking about specific actions, we would prioritize what
we wanted to tell; the family, the contrasts in Mexico,
political manipulation and the distinct worlds that coexist
in the capital. We designed the sets based on those
conversations. The script was shared with me two weeks
prior to shooting, and at that time most of the larger sets
were already built and dressed.
When we were certain how we wanted the film to
look, we began the process of scouting for locations, and
then designing and constructing those spaces.
Because many of the scenes come directly from
Alfonso’s memories, we wanted to shoot in the locations
where the events took place as much as possible. This
was not possible in all cases, but we managed to do so
for several locations. One was the exterior of the family
house. We recreated the original façade in another house
and covered up nearby façades that were not accurate to
the time period. Another example is the hospital, which

we recreated in an area that was abandoned after the
1985 earthquake. For the site of the student massacre,
we used the same street, and we recovered a lot of the
façades that had been changed in the passing years. We
also were able to shoot some of the hacienda scene at
the original location.
We found that Mexico City has changed a lot over
the last 50 years, so there were many locations (like the
big Insurgentes Avenue and Baja California Avenue) that
we decided to build from scratch.
This was a very intimate process in the beginning.
Later it grew in scale, as we had to manage a vast team
for construction, set decoration, locations, picture cars,
graphics and props.
An interesting aspect for me was how we carried
out the historical research differently from in my previous
films. In addition to the references that we always find
in books or online, we dug into family photos. You find
many details that don’t make their way into published
photographs, and that inspired us to add small, quotidian
details to the house set decoration.
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We started with the details. We had long conversations with Alfonso about what his
house was like. We talked about what was on the table at dinner time, or what games they
played in the afternoon. We had some photos of the original house patio with its checkered
tiles, and a few photos with details of the interior. The rest came from Alfonso’s verbal
descriptions.
It was impossible to shoot in the original house, because it has changed a lot over the
years. We ended up using three different locations to recreate the whole family house. At
one site, we shot the patio and the interiors. At the second, we shot the house’s exterior
and Tepeji street. The third site was for the rooftop. At all these locations we had to do
major changes.
Because we were shooting with non-professional
actors, we wanted to avoid working in a studio. We
needed the house to be very authentic. We wanted brick
walls covered with plaster. We even did custom-made
reproductions of the original tiles with an old artisan who
uses techniques from 80 years ago. After an extensive
scouting for the patio and interiors, we found a house
that has a similar structure and was slated for demolition.
That allowed us to modify a significant portion of the
house.
We reinforced the structure and removed walls. We
changed the doors, window frames, built the kitchen
and the service buildings, and replaced all the flooring,
handrails, ironwork and finishes on the walls.
We knew that we would spend long periods of
time shooting in the house, so we implemented some
techniques to help with shooting. These modifications

created optimal conditions for placing the camera and
lighting the scenes. This also allowed Alfonso to have
long continuous takes. For that purpose, we created
some moveable walls. For example, the main walls of
the second floor moved up and down like a guillotine,
passing through a slot that we opened in the roof.
Notions of lighting and practical light sources were also
incorporated into the design. Much of the furniture came
from the different houses of the Cuarón family.
We made faithful recreations of the furniture that
doesn’t exist anymore and restored other pieces. The
house was ready and decorated for almost a year before
we began shooting. That meant we had the difficult task
to maintaining the house in that state for the first day of
the shoot.
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FILM

STILL

GARAG E - EN TRANCE VIEW /

LOC ATI O N / MI T L A

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES / HOUSE MEM O R I ES

P ROC E SS /
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FILM

STILL

M AID ´ S QUART ER /

LOC ATIO N /

PATI O /
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FILM

STILL

1 st. F LOO R H OU SE /

CO NC E PT A RT /
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FILM

STILL

E N TRAN CE /

FILM

LOC ATI O N /

STILL

D I N IN G ROO M /

LOC ATI O N /
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FILM

STILL

STAIRS /

FILM

LOC ATI O N /

STILL

L I VI N G ROO M /

LOC ATI O N /
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FILM

STILL

K I TCH EN /

CO N CEPT A RT /

STI LL /
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FILM

STILL

TV ROO M /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROC E SS /
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ST I LL / YOUNGER KID’S ROOM

ST I LL / OLD ER KID’S ROOM

ST I LL / PAR E NT’S ROOM

ST I LL / G RANDMA’S ROOM

P ROC E SS /
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FILM

STILL

S KYLI G H T /

LAU NDRY A REA /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROC E SS /
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BALCONY

ENTRANCE
WI NDOW 01 .

FILM

STILL

FAC A DE /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROC E SS /

WI N DOW 02 .

W I N DOW 03.
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After thorough research of archival images of Insurgentes Avenue near Cine Las
Américas and visiting the location, we determined that it would not be viable to shoot
there in its current state.
Insurgentes Avenue represented the modern city in the early 1970s, bursting with life.
We had a visual reference of what it was like and Alfonso shared memories of the shops.
The real location has changed a lot, so we decided it was impossible to shoot there.
We looked for another avenue that we could modify to look like it, but we didn’t find
anything that gave us the right base to meticulously transform as we had imagined. We
decided to build it from scratch.
We looked for a place where we could fit our 200 meters long set (2
entire blocks with cross streets). Locations like the parking lot of the Aztec
Stadium were rejected because our set didn’t fit. We found an abandoned lot
and built everything there.
We had to renew the asphalt, build the sidewalks, two entire city blocks
of stores (all fully decorated) facades, street lights, trees, drains, benches,
rails for the tramway and urban furniture from the time period. We made
billboards and light-up signs. The set was more than 200 meters wide by 5
meters tall. We also had more than 200 vehicles that we had carefully picked
to have a rich variety of styles and colors. One of the highlights of the set was
the entrance to the “Cine Las Américas,” the state-of-the-art movie theatre
of the time period.
We had a whole team of scenic painters and sculptors who did the
aging of the buildings and the cracks in the sidewalks. On top of that, the art
department designed eight full blocks, with all the buildings, architectural
elements, windows, balconies and billboards. Alongside a full package of
photographic images, we gave precise information to the CGI team of what
we wanted the set to look like once it was completed.
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FILM

STILL

I NS URGEN T ES Av. /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES / CINE LAS AM ER I CAS

H I STO RI C A L R EF ERE NC E S / B I L L BOA R D S & ST R E E TS
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CO N CEPT ART /

Ske tc h U p DESI G N /

LOCATIO N /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROCES S /

P ROC E SS /
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ST I LL /

STI LL /

ST I LL /

STI LL /
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We took on the task of accurately recreating the designs
implemented in the many stores on set. We created all the graphic
elements that are seen on screen, maintaining absolute fidelity to the
historical period though posters, signage, urban elements, posters,
billboards and illuminated advertisements for businesses.

FILM

STILL

FAC A DE /

STI LL /

P ROC E SS /
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P ROCES S /
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Baja California Avenue represents the quotidian life of the middle class of the time
period. This was not a commercial street like Insurgentes.

While we were researching, we noticed that both Insurgentes and Baja
California had the same layout, the same number of lanes and more or less
the same width. So, our plan was to modify our long “back lot” set. We had
to modify the facades since both avenues had different uses and feelings. We
needed Baja California to reflect a more residential feeling. This difference
was also reflected in the selection of car styles, props, costume designs and
extras’ actions.
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FILM

STILL

BA JA CA LIFO RNIA Av. /

CO N CEPT A RT /

H I STO RI C A L R EF ERE NC E S /
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P ROCES S / G RAPHICS & CONSTRUCTIO N

PROC ESS /
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ST I LL /

STI LL /

ST I LL /

STI LL /
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Vehicles were an important dress element for us. Public transportation,
trams, garbage and delivery trucks and cars help us complete the period
feeling. They also add realism to the recreation.
We picked the style and color of every car so that it would contrast
in black and white, but also as a reflection of the different social
classes that co-exist in Mexico City. We had vehicles from three decades
ago, as it was back in the day. In Mexico there is no such thing as a prop
house of a film vehicle lot, so things like the delivery trucks of the
police anti-riot vehicles had to be modified and custom-created based
on the historical references.
H I STO R I C A L RE F E R ENC ES /

STI LL /
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In contrast with Insurgentes and Baja California, we faced the challenge of showing
the environment of one of the area’s poorest neighborhoods, an irregular settlement in
the outskirts of the city.

We wanted to show the complexity of Mexico City by portraying the
different worlds that collide and coexist in it. One of these worlds are the
slums that surrounded the city back then. Ciudad Nezahualcoyotl is now a
developed part of the city, but in the 1970s it was an underdeveloped area
with no services. Huge numbers of people from the rural regions of Mexico
settled there. Politicians always took advantage of these people. That’s why
we created a political rally in the background of the scene and painted the
walls with propaganda.
We found a big empty lot in the middle of brick houses in which we buid
the chaos and life that we saw in the research.
We made canals of sewage water, dug puddles and constructed façades
and bridges. We also included street vendors, an improvised funeral home
and hundreds of wooden poles with electrical cables. We filled the frame
with public transportation, food and market stands. A human cannon ball
crosses the background as the spectator is submerged in the suburban world
of Mexico City.
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FILM

STILL

N EZ A /

LOC ATI O N /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

H I STO RI C A L R EF ERE NC E S /

P ROCES S /

PROC ESS /
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FILM

STILL

H U MAN CAN N ONBAL L /

FILM

PROC E SS /

STILL

S L U M STREETS /

PROC ESS /
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The so called “Halconazo” was a violent massacre against students during a protest
in 1971 at the hands of paramilitary groups called “Los Halcones”.
We recreated this event in the same place where it occurred. It was a
faithful copy of what we saw in the reference photographs. We recreated
the cars, police units, façades and advertisements as well as uniforms,
weapons and all the props for police officers and demonstrators. The street
had changed a lot, so we had to eliminate elements that were not period
accurate.
We designed the furniture store in a building that had windows looking
out onto the street where the massacre took place. It was a gym that we
emptied out and transformed into a furniture store from that period. We
covered the walls with wooden panels and designed and painted signs in the
windows in order to show the action through them.
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FILM

STILL

H A LCO N A ZO MEXICO-TACUBA /

LOC ATI O N /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

H I STO RI C A L R EF ERE NC E S /

P ROCES S /

STI LL /
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FILM

STILL

F U R N I TURE STORE /

FILM

LOC ATI O N /

STILL

L ATERAL WIN DOW /

CO NC E PT A RT /
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The action takes place in a public health hospital complex, Centro Médico, it was always
full of people and doctors trying to provide the best attention possible under difficult
circumstances. They were modern hospitals with functional architecture conceived in the
1950s with open spaces and specific visual elements.

We wanted to shoot in the original location, but almost the whole
hospital complex was demolished after the 1985 earthquake. Hidden in the
middle of the complex, flanked by rebuilt buildings, we found a warehouse
that was still standing. It had the structure of the old hospital towers but was
in ruins after being abandoned and used as a dump for paper files for 30
years.
Many of the tiles and floor materials were destroyed. We had to recover
materials from four floors. We then recycled and cleaned them to reinstall
and complete the floor where we shot both scenes. We demolished some
walls to have an open view of the waiting hall, stairs and corridors. We also
created the nursery and the operating room from scratch. The set decoration
team looked at many hospitals to find period accurate dressing.
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FILM

STILL

H A LL /

LOC ATI O N /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

CO NC EPT A RT /
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FILM

STILL

N U RS ERY /

P ROC E SS /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

CO NC E PT A RT /
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FILM

STILL

O PERATIN G ROOM /

STI LL /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

P ROC E SS /
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FILM

STILL

FACA D E /

LOC ATI O N /

H I STO RICA L REFERENC ES /

CO NC EPT A RT /
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For the hacienda, we used several locations. The exterior, hallways, the room with the
dogs’ heads and the interior where the New Year’s party takes place were all shot on a
hacienda one hour outside Mexico City. Alfonso used to go to this hacienda as a child.
The service area, stairs and kitchen were filmed at another location, where we created
the atmosphere for the working-class party.
The main idea was to highlight the social contrasts between the party of
the rich families and the party of those who work at the hacienda. For that we
used noble furniture in the chimney room and decorated it with taxidermy.
You can find this style in some of Mexico’s haciendas because hunting is
symbolic of high social class. The party-goers drink imported liquors in fine
glassware and have a fake silver plastic tree, which was very hip at that time.
The area for the service workers is entirely different. They drink mezcal
and pulque out of clay pots. Yet both parties are celebrating New Year’s Eve.
The forest clearing and the fire was filmed at a third location. At that
location we modified the levels of the terrain and designed ponds according
to the needs of the shot. The exterior fields were shot in a fourth location after
a rigorous selection process to find an idyllic location. We created furrows,
mountains and haystacks to decorate the middle zone of the frame and then
we digitally inserted the Iztaccíhuatl volcano.
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FILM

STILL

ASTRO N AUT E /

FILM

LOC ATI O N /

STILL

SH OOT I N G PRAC TICE /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROCES S /

P ROC E SS /
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FILM

STILL

STAF F PART Y /

FILM

LOC ATI O N /

STILL

BA LCO N Y /

LOC ATI O N /

P ROCES S /

CO NC EPT A RT /
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Cine Metropolitan was the cinema for the working class. Just like the historic center,
it was full of the bustle and life of the changing city. This is where working class people
spent their weekly day off. Going to the cinema on Sunday was a common ritual where
there was a lot of life around the theater.

The Metropolitan Cinema is now a theatre for special events and the
cinematic DNA is long lost in the past decades. The set was the cinema main
entrance, the interior of the hall and the streets.
We changed the marquee and placed informal stands with merchandise,
that was custom-made with the fashionable films of that period. We also
reproduced the posters of the films that were playing on those exact dates.
The neighboring businesses were recreated with products and publicity
of the era. In the interior, we changed 200 seats and replaced the lighting
and curtains.
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FILM

STILL

FACA D E /

LOC ATI O N /

H I STO RICA L RE FERENCES /

CO NC E PT A RT /
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We looked for a specific black and white. We wanted to control the contrast
between grays. The idea was not to appeal to a nostalgic look with high contrast,
instead we wanted a contemporary black and white. To create this, we wanted to
play with the different colors and its translation to the gray scale.
We did a lot of testing of the proposed pallet, and how the colors would
turn out once we applied our specific black and white filter.
With the floor tiles of the vestibule of the house, for example, even if
the original ones in the Cuarón family were a vivid yellow, we decided to turn
it into a green to get the contrast that we wanted with the furniture and set
dressing elements.
We also noticed that there were different colors that would translate
to the same shade of gray we wanted. We then had to decide which exact
colors we wanted to use for painting the sets, and for the costume design.
Based on the fact that color affects the perception of a space, we made the
decision to select colors that would help the actors feel what they were living.
For example, in the house, instead of a blue or a green wall, we decided to
use a dull beige that would provoque certain resonance in what the family
lived and felt during that year.
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